Ages 4 & up

Fit small end of shaver through hole in
1. front
of Sno-Cone Maker as shown.

VERY IMPORTANT - INSERT SHAVER
THROUGH FRONT OF MAKER ONLY.

Fit shaver handle into hole in back of
2.Sno-Cone
Maker so that notches on
handle fit over tabs on shaver.
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INCLUDES: Dora Sno-Cone Maker, Ice
Shaver, Hand crank, Locking cap, Bottle with
cap, Spoon, Palm Tree, Cup Holder, 5 paper
cups, 1 tropical punch flavor packet.
Note to Parents:
• Read instructions thoroughly before use.
Adult supervision is suggested with younger
children. Not intended for children under 3
years. Handle ice shaver with care.
• Do not wash the Dora the Explorer Sno-Cone
Maker in the dishwasher or in hot water.
• Wash all components of the Sno-Cone Maker
with warm, soapy water before use.
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How to Make Flavoring
1. Combine 1/2 cup of water and 1 envelope of drink mix in a large
pitcher. Stir ingredients until flavoring is completely dissolved.
2. Pour flavoring carefully into bottle. Screw bottle top to bottle. Be sure
bottle top is tightened securely. DO NOT OVER FILL BOTTLE.
Note: For additional flavoring please see back of Drink Mix package.

How to Make Sno-Cones

1. Insert paper cup into cup holder.
2. Remove Palm Tree and drop one ice cube into the top of the chute.
3. Begin to turn ice shaver handle clockwise about 5 times without
applying pressure. Gently apply pressure to the top of Palm Tree while
continuing to turn ice shaver handle.
CAUTION: PUSHING DOWN ON THE PALM TREE PRIOR TO
TURNING THE HANDLE MAY RESULT IN JAMMING THE
SNO-CONE MAKER.
Continue turning the handle clockwise until the ice cube has been
completely shaved.
4. Repeat steps 2-3 until you have enough shavings to make a sno-cone.
5. Scoop the ice shavings into the paper cup with Boots’ spoon.
6. Squeeze bottle to squirt flavoring over the ice shavings until saturated.

Washing and Cleaning Instructions
To clean your Sno-Cone Maker, rinse with warm (not hot) water and
wipe dry. If further cleaning is desired, remove the shaver handle from
the machine. After each use, shake out any water
or ice particles left in the machine.
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Additional Hints and Suggestions
Additional packets of drink mix flavoring and paper cups can be
purchased at your local supermarket or grocery store. Create
your own flavors using your favorite fruit juice to make flavored
ice cubes. (Ice cube tray not included) Now, place the cubes, one
at a time, into the maker and grate. This way you can make
flavored snow with or without extra drink mix flavoring.

